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National Seminar on Labour Law in Emerging India, 2017 

 

Centre for Transparency and Accountability in Governance, (CTAG), National Law 

University, Delhi in collaboration with National Labour Law Association and Friedrich Ebert 

Foundation, New Delhi Organised a two day (11-12 Nov 2017) national Seminar on Labour 

law in emerging India. 

The Seminar received an overwhelming response from all strata of society. The Seminar 

began with welcome address by the Dr. Pravin Sinha, President NLLA. The Guest of Honor 

address was delivered by Prof BT Kaul, Chairperson Delhi Judicial Academy New Delhi. 

Prof, Santosh Mehrotra, Senior Professor of Economics, JNU Delhi & Former, DG, IAMPR, 

Planning Commission GOI, New Delhi delivered a special Address during inaugural program 

of the Seminar. Key note speech was delivered by Prof S.C Srivastava, Secretary   General, 

National Labour Law Association, India. Chief Guest Prof M.P Singh, Chancellor, Central      

University Haryana, Former VC NUJS delivered inaugural and Chief Guest Address on the 

occasion.  

The proceedings of the Seminarwere divided into five main technical sessions covering 

important contemporary issues. The Seminar deliberated upon some important burning issues 

suchas labour law reforms, impact of globalization, privatization and liberalization on 

workers, deplorable conditions of contract workers, industrial adjudicatory mechanism, the 

role of the Judiciary in protecting and promoting workers’ rights, etc. 

 The seminar was addressed by a galaxy of imminent speakers from different specializations. 

The Prominent speakers presided over various technical sessions. The Galaxy of imminent 

speakers included Dr. Pravin Sinha, President NLLA, Prof S.C Srivastava, Secretary   

General, National Labour Law Association, India, Prof BT Kaul, Chairperson Delhi Judicial 

Academy New Delhi, Prof, Santosh Mehrotra, Senior Professor of Economics, JNU Delhi & 

Former, DG, IAMPR, Planning Commission GOI, New Delhi, DrOnkar Sharma, Dy Chief 

Labour Commissioner, (CLC) New Delhi, MrVed Prakash Yajurvedi, Former Director VVG 

NLI, Noida, Mr Amit Vashistha, RPFC, EPFO, New Delhi, Mr GP Shrivastava, Assochem, 

New Delhi, MrVirjesh Upadhyay, Secretary, BMS, New Delhi, Faculty from VVGNLI etc. 

 



 
 

Focus group discussion on "Transnational Corruption" with special 

reference to UK Bribery Act & Prevention of Corruption Act (PCA) 

Focus group discussion on "Transnational Corruption" with special reference to UK Bribery 

Act & Prevention of Corruption Act (PCA) of India organized by Transparency International 

India (TII) in collaboration with CTAG, NLUD, Delhi on 26 October 2016 at the University. 

Focus group discussion on "Transnational Corruption" with special reference to UK Bribery 

Act & Prevention of Corruption Act (PCA) of India organized by Transparency International 

India (TII) in collaboration with CTAG, NLUD, Delhi on 26 October at the University. The 

panel for the discussion was consisted of  Mr. PS Bawa, Chairperson, Transparency 

International India;  Mr Navneet Wasan, Former Addl Director, National Investigation 

Agency, Prof Madhu Bhalla, Professor JNU and Dr JS Mann, CTAG, NLU Delhi. 

Participants for the discussion included experts from NGOs, TII, Activists, teachers and 

students from NLU Delhi. 

 Dr. JS Mann, started with the welcome address. He emphasized that Prevention, 

criminalization of different facets of corruption (both private and public institutions) could be 

the starting steps to achieve this utopian goal. He also raised the point of employing vicarious 

liability as the bribe givers include private individual but not the companies which is a 

loophole in the system as it gives the escape route. He discussed the international 

conventions, treaties, and declarations like UNCAC and OECD in this respect. He 

emphasises on the model used by Indonesia and Hong Kong to counter corruption which 

includes making special enforcement machinery for election process, private sector, et al. For 

him, the present statutory instrument is not enough and ergo, more research work is needed. 



Shri Navneet Rajan Wasan, the keynote speaker followed him and kicked off his speech with 

talking about corruption that in earlier times, the scope of corruption was bound by national 

boundaries but with the passage of time and invent of globalization, it has cut across any 

national boundary and turned into a global menace. He talked about the problem of choice of 

law as different legal system have different legal provisions to counter corruption and choice 

of law is a one big hurdle in countering the same. 

Shri PS Bawa gave the special address to the gathering where he started with the 

transnational crimes of corporations. He discussed an instance of Simon's case where plea 

bargaining was carried out between Germany and USA for a corruption case. He highlighted 

the fact that there is no strong mechanism to deal with the business corruptions. He discussed 

the India's history in respect of countering corruption as India ranks very poor on bribery list. 

He pointed out the importance of focusing on demand side of corruption as till now only 

public institutions are under scanner. 

Prof. Madhu Bhalla, while summing up the group discussion and extending her vote of 

thanks on behalf of Transparency International India, she talked about the political economy 

of transnational corporations.  She raised the pertinent questions like why transnational 

corporation law are required and why was it made in very first place? She also talked about 

the difference between the rich and the poor which is one of the principle reason for 

corruption. She also emphasised on the importance of not just copy cut pasting while framing 

Indian laws from Western counterparts but to make as per the our own unique needs for 

which research work is needed. She raised the corruption malpractices that takes place during 

electoral process. She hailed the importance of interpretation of laws broadly, in order to 

make laws unlike toothless tiger.  She raised the point that in order to counter corruption, we 

need to work on the building blocks at the very ground level. She also raised the conflict of 

interest which is the major reason behind the failure of any anti-corruption laws.  All the so 

more, at last, she highlighted the point that how social context of legislation is missing in 

India and we need to have a domestic foundation to counter this global menace of 

transnational corruption. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Discussion on the Draft Code on Social Security and Labour Welfare, May 

30, 2017 



 

 

The Centre for Transparency and Accountability in Governance - National Law University, 

Delhi in partnership with the Ministry of Labour and Employment (Government of India) and 

V.V. Giri National Labour Institute, organised a discussion on the Draft Code on Social 

Security and Labour Welfare, 2017 on 30 May 2017, at National Law University Delhi. The 

discussion was attended by academicians from different parts of the country as well as 

representatives from the Ministry of Labour. 

The panelists and resource persons included Dr. SC Srivastava of the National Labour Law 

Association, Ms. Preetham Balakrishnan and Ms. Ruchi Singh of Tamil Nadu National Law 

School, Dr. Kavita Solanki and Amar Pal Singh of Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha 

University, Dr. Sharma and Amit Vashist of Ministry of Labour, Saurabh Bhattacharjee from 

NUJS Kolkata, SanjayUpadhyaya from V.V. Giri National Labour Institute, Dr. Kiran Rai 

who is the Dean of Galgotia University, Dr. Maheshwar Singh of NLU Delhi, Professor SC 

Rai from NLU Patna, Santhi Narayanan from Sharda University, Professor S. Sachidananda 

from NLU Delhi and Bincy Mathew from Ambedkar University. 

The main issues that were discussed during the session included the definition clause, 

entitlement, period and amount of maternity benefit, jurisdiction and powers of central board 

and state board, registration ofworkers, welfare funds, etc. A number of suggestions were 

made, varying from the language used in the Code to the barriers in its implementation. The 

major points of deliberation included the definition of workers, which leaves out a number of 

workers from the unorganized sector, such as rickshaw pullers, agricultural workers and also 

migrant workers- both inter-state and international. Maternity benefits should accrue 

irrespective of the 80 days time period for which the employee is required to be working for 

the organization. There should be a clarification regarding the schemes owned by the Central 

Government and those by the State Government. A special category of disabled persons 

should also be included in the Code. 



In their concluding remarks, the representatives of Ministry of Labour thanked the organizers 

as also the panelists and resource persons for their valuable inputs. 

 

Capacity Development Programme on Advanced Labour & Industrial 

Laws-12-18 Dec 2016 

 

The Centre for Transparency and Accountability in Governance (CTAG) in collaboration 

with NALT organised a one week programme on “Capacity Development Programme for 

Teachers on Advanced Labour and Industrial Laws” from 12 Dec to 18 Dec 2016. The 

capacity building programme was organized in light of the fact that labor and industrial laws 

teaching in India has historically been not up to mark as it generally lacks orientation and is 

affected with curriculum issues, approach to teaching, and standardization of course material.   

The programme saw a very vibrant participation where twenty-three participants hailing from 

different public and private Universities/colleges from across the Nation came in order to 

attend and participate in this one in lifetime learning opportunity. The programme witnessed 

lively participation and quality discussion from all the panelists, resource persons, and 

participants. The programme observed three technical sessions everyday where eminent 

personalities of labor and industrial laws shared their knowledge and experiences with the 

participants and enriched the quality discussion with their presence. The programme was 

witness to the exchange of ideas, identification of problems, coming up with plausible 

solutions, and the way forward in the field of labor and industrial laws.  

The Program focused on contemporary issues relating to Labour Code on Industrial Relations 

2015; Labour Code on Wages 2015; Teaching Labour and Industrial Laws ; Fundamentals of 

Admin Law for Labour Law   Teaching ; Impact of LPG on Workers; Labour Reforms and 

Protection of Workers; Social Security Agreements and International Workers; Collective 

Bargaining &  Workers Participation in Management of Industry; Unorganised sector 

Workers: Wages and Conditions of workers ; Unorganised sector Workers: Social Security 

and Welfare Funds  ; Domestic Workers; Law regulating child and women workers ; Law 

Regulating Apprentices; Empowerment of Labour Tribunals Under IPC, Cr PC, and CPC; 

Law making process in case of Labour and Industrial Laws   ; Prosecution proceedings under 

Labour and Industrial Laws   ; International Institutions/Instruments and migrant workers  ; 

The Judiciary and Protection of workers and Landmark Decisions on Labour and Industrial 

Laws. The eminent speakers talked about the labor and industrial laws in its length and 

breadth. They not only discussed the legal jargons of the statute book and case laws but also 

covered the practical aspects of the same and shared their personal experiences related to the 

topic for better understanding of the subject matter. The resource persons, hailing from 

different backgrounds gave different aspects of the subject matter and discussed the topic in 

light of philosophy, economy, law, society, et al. The panelists were passionate for the 

subject matter and still had the sense to speak.  



 

 

 

Resource persons for the said program includes Justice V Gopal Gowda Former Judge 

Supreme Court of India; Justice S N Dhingra, Former Judge Delhi High Court;Professor S C 

Srivastava, Former Head and Dean, Faculty of Law Kurukshetra University;Professor BT 

Kaul, Chairman, Delhi Judicial Academy;Prof S K Sashikumar, Senior Fellow, VVGNLI 

Noida;Dr Onkar Sharma, Central Regional Labour Commissioner, New Delhi , Mr. Amit 

Vashistha Senior Regional PF Commissioner, EPFO, Ministry of Labour and Employment, 

Mr. GP Srivastava,Chief Advisor ASSOCHAM, New Delhi; Shri Virjesh Kumar Upadhyay 

Secretary BMS, New Delhi,  Mr. Pravin Sinha,Secretary, NLLA and IIRA, ,New Delhi, Mr. 

Satish Kumar, Asstt Director Apprentices Training, New Delhi; and Dr J S Mann, NLU 

Delhi.  

The Capacity Building programme achieved its objectives of identifying the thrust areas in 

the teaching and research in labor and industrial laws, critically assessing the existing system, 

developing innovative policies, and other said objectives of the capacity building programme.  

The valedictory session for the programme held on 18th of December in presence of Dr. G.S. 

Bajpai, Registrar, National Law University. In his valedictory speech, Dr. Bajpai spoke about 

the importance that the labor and industrial laws have in today’s globalized and industrialized 

society. He also showed the commitment od the National law University, Delhi for the cause 

and promised that programmes on similar lines would be conducted in coming future as well. 

Dr. JS Mann also thanked everyone for making the programme a big success and expressed 

his warm congratulations to all those who have participated and enriched themselves from the 

programme.  

 



National Capital Region (NCR) Inter-College Debate Competition on 

Combating Corruption , 5 November 2016 

The Vigilance Awareness Week was celebrated from 31st October to 5th November-2016. 

The theme for the Vigilance Awareness Week for this year was “Public Participation in 

promoting integrity and eradicating Corruption”. The Observance of Vigilance 

Awareness Week every year is one such outreach measure wherein all stakeholders are 

encouraged to prevent and combat corruption. The Vigilance Awareness Week is being 

celebrated every year and coincides with the birthday of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the Iron 

Man of India, known to be a man of high integrity and had the central role in making of the 

modern India.  

The Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd. (ONGC) in collaboration with Centre for 

Transparency and Accountability in Governance (CTAG) at National Law University, Delhi 

organised  an NCR Region Inter-College Debate Competition as part of its Vigilance 

Awareness Week celebrations on 05 November 2016 from 10:30 AM to 13:30 PM in the 

Justice YK Sabarwal Moot Court Hall of NLU, Delhi.  

7 Teams comprising of UG Students from Delhi University, GGIP University, and NLU 

Delhi Participated. The said Competition was judged by a panel of three experts on law and 

governance such as Mr. V.K.  Mahendru, Chief Vigilance Officer, ONGC, Mr. P.S. Bawa, 

Chairperson Transparency International India and Mr. Subhash Chandra Agrawal, RTI 

Activists. The said competition was won by the team from CLC Delhi University and NLU 

Delhi was the first runner up. 

The topic of the debate was "Corruption free India: Utopian dream or a possibility". The 

debate was a conventional debate. The debate was very healthy and focused on some of the 

important nuances of the issue. Each team compromising of two individuals put the two 

contrasting point of view on the subject matter. The debate was followed by Integrity pledge 

and speech by Mr. G.S. Bajpai. The pledge was an oath of never getting involved or 

promoting any kind of corruption in any form and also creating awareness regarding the 

same. The debate competition observed a very good audience from not only the students’ 

community but also from the teaching and non-teaching staffs of the university. At last, it can 

be summed up that the programme was a successful one and it has positively fulfilled its 

objective of creating awareness among the youth.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capacity Development Programme for Teachers on Labour and Industrial 

Laws. Nov. 30 - Dec. 06, 2015 

 

 The Centre for Transparency and Accountability in Governance (CTAG) and National 

Academy of Law Teachers (NALT), National Law University Delhi organised a seven days 

“Capacity Development Programme for Teachers on Labour and Industrial Laws” from Nov 

30 to Dec 06, 2015. The said event was attended by 25 Participants including teachers 

teaching labour law at UG and PG Levels, and practitioners, practicing before Labour Courts. 

 



 
  

 

During the Course of the programme 20 Specialised lectures/deliberations including practical 

exercises on  law reforms and emerging areas in Labour and Industrial Laws, by specialised 

professionals such as Professor S C Srivastava, Former Head and Dean, Faculty of Law 

Kurukshetra University; Professor S Sachidanandam, NLU Delhi;  Professor BT Kaul, 

Chairperson Delhi Judicial Academy;   Professor Kamala Sankaran, Professor of Law, Delhi 

University;  Dr Sanjay Upadhyay, Faculty members from the VVGiri National Labour 

Institute, NOIDA,  Dr Onkar Sharma Central Regional Commissioner, Mr. Pankaj Kumar, 

Presiding Officers, Labour Court, Ghaziabad,    Mr. Amit Vashistha,  Regional Provident 

Fund Commissioners;Mr. Sanjay Sinha, Director, Employees State Insurance Corporation, 

New Delhi; Mr. PK Goswami Deputy Director, Directorate of Factories Govt of Delhi Mr. 

Virjesh Upadhyay, General Secretary, Bhartiya Mazdoor Sangh, New Delhi;   and Dr J S 

Mann, NLU Delhi. 

 

Anonymous feedbacks from all the participants have been obtained. The CTAG in 

consultation with all the participants, and taking into account anonymous feedback from 

them, has approved the scheme of providing consultative services and other supports to law 

teachers teaching labour and service law for the promotion of quality of legal research and 

education on labour and industrial laws. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

National Workshop on Freedom of Information: Challenges and Solutions, 

April 6, 2013 

National Law University Delhi organized one day National Workshop on Freedom of 

Information: Challenges and Solutions on 6 APRIL 2013 at its campus at Sector 14 Dwarka 

New Delhi.  Main objective of the workshop was to sensitize people about the RTI Scheme 

and deliberate on the challenges, that have been faced by the stakeholders, such as PIO, FAA, 

Public Authority, CIC, SIC, citizens, in the functioning of the right to information scheme in 

India. 

 

Eminent Speakers, such as, Shri Wajahat Habibullah, founder Central  Information  

Commissioner, Ms Aruna Roy and  Mr. Nikhil Dey members of NCPRI, New Delhi, Prof 

(Dr) PS Jaswal, Vice Chancellor RGNUL, Patiala, Shri PS Bawa, Chairperson, Transparency 

International India, Shri. A N Tiwari, former CIC Government of India, Shri, Manoj Joshi, 

Joint Secretary, DoPT, Government of India, Shri. Shailesh Gandhi former Information 

Commissioner, Government of India, Shri Subhash Chandra Aggrawal, RTI Activist, Dr, R K 

Verma, RTI Activist and PIOs from the UGC, Delhi High Court and Delhi University 

participated and shared their expertise and experiences. 

 

The Workshop began with brief introduction of the workshop by the Convener Dr J S Mann. 

A Special book comprising of quality research papers, titled “Transparency and 

Accountability in Governance”, edited by Dr J S Mann, Mr Sarvarajit Singh, Mr Chinmay 

and Mr Sanjeev members of the newly constituted “Centre for Transparency and 

Accountability in Governance, NLU Delhi” was released by Shri Wajahat Habibullah and Ms 

Aruna Roy. The Workshop had three technical sessions of different issues pertaining to RTI. 

Shri Wajahat Habibullah emphasised that transparency and accountability are for the interest 

of the State and vision of the Government should be to achieve transparency, growth, 

elimination of corruption thus fulfilling our founding fathers’ dreams.  Ms. Aruna Roy 

stressed the  need of law on protection for RTI activists. Shri Nikhil Dey urged that three 

basic tools of RTI such as Information Commissions, people and Government machinery, 

through jaankari, sunvayi, karvayi, (Information, hearing and action), should work together 

for expending horizons of India democracy  

Prof. (Dr.) P S Jaswal in his dialogue highlighted the necessity of effective implementation of 

RTI Scheme in India.   Shri. Shailesh Gandhi deliberated upon the inappropriate maintenance 

of public records and role of judiciary in destroying the main objective of the RTI Scheme. 

Shri Subhash Chandra Aggrawal stressed the need on supportive role of judiciary in 

supplementing the function of the RTI Scheme in India.  

Shri Manoj Joshi strongly recommended for uniformity in RTI Scheme at state and centre 

levels.  Shri. A N Tiwari suggested that there is a need of empowering FAA and CIC for 

better functioning. Dr, R K Verma stressed on proactive disclosure and need to change the 



attitude of public servants towards RTI Scheme. Public Information Offers from Delhi 

University, UGC, and High Court highlighted their problems and possible solutions of 

routine issues of RTI.  

The workshop has come out with a declaration on challenges and solutions of RTI related 

issues. The declaration will be sent to all policy makers such as the Department of Personnel 

and Training, Government of India, Central Information Commission and other State 

governmental authorities related to RTI. 



 

 

Declaration 

We the citizens have assembled in New Delhi on April 6, 2013, to discuss issues regarding the 

legislative framework and implementation of the Right to Information Act, (RTI Act) 2005. In 

this connection many issues have been deliberated upon at this Workshop. We urge the Central 

and State Governments to take note of these problems and initiate action for ensuring better 

implementation of the RTI Act without delay: 

1. We recognizethat there are increasing incidents of violence against RTI applicants and 

that there is an urgent need for a specific legislation relating to the protection of RTI 

applicants,  

We urge the Central Government to provide for a specific legislation relating to the 

protection of RTI applicants from victimization. 

2. We recognize that public authorities under the RTI Act are not fulfilling their obligations 

with respect to publication of information as provided under Section 4(1)(b) and (c) read with 

Section 4(3). The CIC too is cognizant of this issue.  

We urge these public authorities to give effect to Section 4(b) and (c) in letter and spirit 

and publish the information as required under the Act. 

We urge the appropriate government to provide for penalty in case of violation of 

Section 4 of the Act. 

3. We recognize that unlike the provision for a specific fee for providing information there is no 

specific procedure for inspection of works, documents and records under the Right to 

Information Rules, 2012. 

We urge the appropriate government to lay down a specified procedure for inspection of 

works, documents and records as part of its rule-making capacity under Section 27 of 

the Act. 

4. We recognize that there is a lack of awareness about the provisions of the RTI Act amongst 

the citizenry, especially in the villages. The objective of the Act itself is being defeated. 



We urge that the Information Commissions in collaboration with the appropriate 

Governments conduct sensitization campaigns across the country.  

5. We recognize that awareness about the provisions of the RTI Act amongst  PIOs  and FAA is 

poor. The appropriate governments have a statutory duty under the RTI Act to train officers 

for implementing the Act in letter and spirit. But the training efforts undertaken so far are far 

from satisfactory. 

We urge governments to take urgent steps to properly sensitise and train Public 

Information officers and FAA, at all levels to deal with information requests and give 

effect to the provisions of the Act. 

6. We recognize the redundancy of filing complaint before the Information Commission since 

the Commission has no jurisdiction to pass an order providing for access to the information 

under Section 18 of the Act. 

We urge the Central Government to cause an amendment in the Act to ensure effective 

filing of complaints before the Information Commission.  

7. We recognize that for the realization of any effective role of the Commissions, the 

Commissions must have power to punish for their respective contempt. 

We urge the Central Government to cause an amendment in the Act to ensure that the 

Commissions have the power to punish for their respective contempt. 

8. We recognize the growing role of private entities in performing public functions. In this 

regard, it is essential that the RTI Act must apply to such private entities discharging public 

function. 

We urge the Central Government to cause an amendment in the Act to bring under its 

ambit private entities discharging public functions. 

9. We recognize that presently penalties are not noted in the Public Information Officer’s (PIO) 

service record. It is felt that such a measure, if provided in the rules, would make the PIOs 

more responsible and forthcoming. 

We urge the appropriate governments to provide for rules to the effect of including any 

penalties to be noted in the PIO’s service record. 

10. We recognize that the fee structure in relation to the application fee and other fees in lieu of 

obtaining information, such as fees for photocopying of information, is not uniform. Different 

State Governments have prescribed different arbitrary application fees. Such fee is not only 

against the spirit of the RTI Act, but also defeats the basic purpose of the Act. 

We urge the appropriate governments to ensure uniformity in fee structure keeping in 

mind the basic objective of the Act. 

11. We recognise that many differently-abled amongst us find it difficult to access voluntarily 

disclosed information on the websites of Government Departments. It is noted that their right 

to information is at par with all citizens. 

We urge the appropriate governments to consider seriously and effectively execute the 

access to information for the differently abled amongst us. 



12. We recognise that there is undue delay in deciding appeals by CIC/SIC since the commission 

has been constituted for speedy and economical dissemination of information. 

We urge that there should be some reasonable time limit to conclude appeal by the 

commission.  

13. We recognise that large number of cases is pending before SIC/CIC, which is a matter of 

great concern for all of us and there is urgent need to reduce it.  

We recommend that Ad- hoc information commissioners (preferably retd.) may be 

appointed to reduce the pendency of appeals. 

 

 


